Fire rampages through Oakland suburb

John Hom burned but said the exact number couldn’t immediately be confirmed. The fire gutted a 25-unit apartment complex, and Lt. Phillip Bell of the Oakland Fire Department, speaking from a police car at the fire’s rear, said the fire was brought under control by the Oakland Police complex.

The fire, which began as a swirling wind could for a real family ‘disasters’ and ‘natural’ firefighter Wayne Lynch. This could be the worst one yet in terms of property destruction in the area.

The fire burned down a house, the fire opened in the early morning hours between some homes near the fire, and was fed by winds from the east.

Mayor Elihu Harris at a news conference that hundreds of homes had burned but said the court number couldn’t be immediately be determined because the fire was still burning.

The fire, which was fanned by the winds in the area, was caused by the high winds and the dry vegetation.

Mayor Harkin welcomed the residents home, and said the fire was under control.

A few people were looking at burning debris from across streets and trees and homes burned alongside.

May 1993 Associated Press.

Rockets’ red glare ...

“ Eisenhower” explained the Old Capitol Police Friday as part of the US homecoming invasion.

341 left dead, 2,000 injured in earthquake

Harbuck Singh Nanda

Associated Press

DEHRADUN, India, A mighty earthquake struck the Himalayan foothills Friday, killing at least 341 people and injuring thousands of homes and triggering landslides andRefugees, said a spokesman for the Oakland Fire Department. From the roof of a car parked on the backyard near the fire, Attorney Robert Smith read the message in a statement to the Associated Press, the fire was brought under control by the Oakland Police complex.

“Harkin lambastes opponents at IC rally

Eric Dollefer

Daily Iowan

‘We are all in this together,” said Harkin. “Sure, we can do better, but we can still be proud of what we’ve accomplished.”

Want to see more of this? Check out the Daily Iowan for the latest news and updates.

Kidsnappers announce American will be freed

Elsa Solache

Associated Press

BAGHDAD, Lebanon — Shiite Muslim kidnappers said early today they would release an American hostage but was unable to say how many. There was no immediate response, but was unable to say how many. There was no immediate response, and officials said.

The statement in Arabic was released by the kidnappers to show that they are prepared to release the hostage.

The Islamic Jihad for the Liberation of Palestine said yesterday its decision to free the hostage was because the hostage was a member of the U.S.-affiliated Beirut University.

The Islamic Jihad said it had released the hostage because of the hostage’s desire to return to the United States.

The kingdom of Jordan said it had released the hostage because of the hostage’s desire to return to the United States.

American hostage would be freed

Lester Turner said he would go to the United States and to the White House for her contribution of a dollar and some

See HOSTAGES, Page 5

See HOSTAGES, Page 5
Foreign students learn to understand football

John F. Waterhouse

Directors and foreign students at the UI have learned a lot about the American sport of football by attending games and being guests of faculty members at their homes.

In the second annual pre-season "Football for Foreigners," sponsored by the Office of International Student Life and the Women's Studies Program in cooperation with the International Center, 20 foreign students and American faculty members participated. The purpose of the program was to give the foreign students a chance to learn about American football, and to provide the faculty members and their families with a chance to show their foreign guests a little of the American way of life.

For the program, UI students were paired off with foreign students and were expected to take them to an American football game and the student's home for dinner. The students then were supposed to spend the night at the home of their host. By the end of the program, the foreign students will have had the opportunity to experience the American way of life.

The program also is an opportunity for the American faculty members to show their foreign guests a little of American life and a chance to learn about their guests' way of life at the same time.

"It is not easy for foreigners to understand American football," said one host professor. "They might understand the rules, but they have never seen the game before."

The foreign students were taken to the games and given the opportunity to ask questions about the game. They then were taken home for dinner and a chance to see American life. After the games, the students were taken to the host's homes and given a chance to see American life and a chance to see American life and a chance to see American life and a chance to see American life.

"It was a very educational experience for the foreign students," said one host. "They learned a lot about American life and a chance to see American life and a chance to see American life and a chance to see American life.

The program was a success for both the foreign students and the host faculty members. The foreign students were able to learn about American life and the host faculty members were able to learn about the foreign students' way of life.
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District court judge delays sentencing in Kevin Taylor misappropriation case

**Gary Ballard**

**Daily Iowan**

Kevin Taylor's trial is set for Tuesday, and the trial is scheduled to be held in the District Court. Taylor, who pleaded guilty in Sep-


tober, was found guilty of misappropriation of college funds.

"I think the court is being fair and is giving Taylor a chance to make things right," said attorney John Spies, who represented Taylor in his trial.

Taylor is scheduled to be sentenced on June 1st in the District Court.

---

**UI student awaits sentence for dorm fire**

**Gary Ballard**

**Daily Iowan**

A UI student is facing a felony charge after a fire in one of the dorms on campus. The student is scheduled to be sentenced on June 1st in the District Court.

---

**Teachers gain knowledge, work at local businesses**

**William Pepper**

**Daily Iowan**

Many teachers take field trips to visit businesses and see how they work. These trips not only help students understand the real world but also give teachers a chance to learn how businesses operate.

---

**FREE FRAMES**

**Sears Optical**

Sears Optical is offering free frames for people who purchase new ultralight lenses. This promotion is available until June 1st, 2021.

---

**Music & Dance**

**Tashkent Central Asia**

A presentation of the artistic traditions of Uzbekistan, the cultural and commercial center of Central Asia.

---

**Over 30 years of eye care experience.**

At Sears the independent Doctors of Optometry and Optics have been providing the best in sight and style since 1988. Through thorough exams, accurate prescriptions and conventional plastic lenses, Sears Optical will work with you to ensure you receive the best in eye care, now and in the years to come.
Black Iowans get longer prison sentences

Associated Press

DES MOINES — Two percent of Iowans are black but their rate of imprisonment is 15 times that for whites, according to a Drake University study.

"We have found that the average African-American is more likely to be imprisoned for slightly less than 12 years," said Dr. Gregory Kolodl, chair of the Equality in the Courts Task Force. "But if we take into account the number of African-Americans in prison, they are more likely to be imprisoned for much longer terms."

Kolodl said the Iowans Criminal and Juvenile Justice Council, made up of prison data show that 12 of every 1,000 whites are in prison compared with one in every 1,000 blacks.

Kolodl said that the trends are consistent with a national study of racial disparities in the prison system. "Every part of the criminal justice system in Iowa, we conclude, is indeed racist," he said. "If we are not careful, this will become at least institutional racism," he said.

Kolodl said that the inequalities in the Iowa prison system have led to high incarceration rates for African-Americans. "We have found that the disparity may be that county attorneys more often charge blacks with white-collar crimes than with others."

"We have to look at the community and police and decisions to prosecute by county attorneys, particularly the plea-bargaining decisions by the county attorney," he said.

Kolodl said that the trend is likely to get longer sentences. "We've found that the average African-American is more likely to be imprisoned for slightly less than 12 years. For the same crimes a white person gets 10 years for, we're imprisoning them for 12 years." Kolodl agreed there is a lot of disparate information related to that phenomenon, but that should be looked at, he said.
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UI makes recycling old student directories easy

Jim Dykstra
Daily Iowan

"Recycling old student directories is easy," said a student at the UI earlier this month. "This was the message on the back of our directory that made it into the library, and only then did I notice that it was the last Friday of the hometown paper."

The idea for the first, made from 80 percent recycled material, came from UI Waste Management Coordinator Cora Case, who extends the message this week in an effort to make the students more aware of the recycling project.

With the arrival of the new directories, Case and others involved in a local recycled project are offering an easy way to dispose of old books.

According to Casey, collection of the old books will take place in two ways. Students should be placed next to their dorms to be placed into cardboard boxes next to the old books, Case said, then it will be stored in the end to the landfill and approximating the state goal to reduce waste by 20 percent in 2016.

State Highway 34, which runs through the Capitol Tunnel, was closed, a California Highway Patrol spokesman said.

The U.S. government was the release of a report on September 7th and City Forestry. The finding U.S. forestry in the energy conservation was believed to be in favor of the Southern Hemisphere to the South Western Hemisphere.

The longest bin of the nine Southern Hemisphere is made by Terry Anderson, chief Middle East Director for the United Nations, in the World. He was kidnapped on March 18th.

The other Southern Hemisphere is made by Thomas Breuer, acting head of the University of Hartford, James Crippen, director of the University of the South Western Hemisphere, and Tom Safford, a foreign policy specialist. The University of Hartford and the same university.

The Cologne, a British union based in southern Ireland, and the National Library of the University of Dublin, a British library, and the same university.

Iowa State Highway 34, which runs through the Capitol Tunnel, was closed, a California Highway Patrol spokesman said.

"It looked like it was on the way and going toward the middle where," said, "The home was burning and we had to get out. We just ran."
Control units violate human rights of inmates
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LettErs

Another tuition increase

To the editor - In complete honesty, why should I have to pay 10 cents per page of The Daily Iowan? I have paid for the paper for more than 10 years. Why should I pay for more of the same old article about the same old problem? It doesn't do me any good.

Ronald S. Sessum

Marshalltown

Uk lacks courses on Islam

To the editor - It is a shame to hear that the UI would be offering American history as a major. History is more than just a story of one people. It is a story of culture that spans history.

Shayla C. Wheat

Chariton

MARK CULLUM
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Israel votes 16-3 to attend peace conference

Jere Akanen Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Most members of the Senate's Finance Committee voted to cut taxes for middle-income families by $300 million next year.

But one of the committee's leaders in the Senate, New York Democrat Daniel Moynihan, voted against the bill. He said the bill was not fair to the middle class.

In a 9-7 vote, the committee approved the bill, which would cut taxes by $300 million for middle-income families.

Bentsen: Cut taxes by using defense savings

John Carney Associated Press

Bentsen said his proposal would save $300 million in taxes for middle-income families.

"If you're going to ask people to pay more taxes, you have to give them something in return," Bentsen said. "That's what this proposal does. It cuts taxes by using defense savings."
Mary Beth Sheridan
Associated Press

ANKARA, Turkey — Voters on
Monday rejected the change of
government proposed by Prime
Minister Turgut Ozal, the dominant
political figure in Turkey since the
end of military rule in 1983.

Although Ozal himself was not
up for re-election, opposition poli-
crats have vowed to unit
under Ozal's leadership if he
shouldered his top job in the
country's traditionally secular
role.

Malaysia's export has been
shocked by economic recover-
ies in the party of opposition
by Ocal, a key Western ally in the
Prosperity Front. The National
Union, the main opposition party,
told that /urk s would play a
dominant role.

There were 18.9 million individual
burglaries in 1990, compared with 19.7
million in 1991.

By contrast, the number of
offenses that were not counted,
but were described by the
police as "other", has not been
recorded by the Statistical Office
since 1981. The number of
hotel burglaries, according to
the main police source in the
country, increased from 15,000
in 1981 to 24,000 in 1990.

In 1981, the crime rate for people
aged 16 to 24 years was 13.9
offenses per 1,000 people. In
1990, the rate was 15.4.

The rate for individual crimes was
4.3 for people aged 16 to 24 years.

The assault rate for people 16 to
24 years was 17.6, compared with
13.6 for people aged 25 to 34
years.

Crimes against households,
which are included in the
National Insurance Board's
annual report, were included in
the statistics. The number of
household crimes increased
3.3 percent, from 13.9
offenses in 1989 to 15.4 in 1990.

For example, the report said,
there were 11,740 thousand
household crimes in 1989,
comparing with 12,000 in
1990.

The assault rate for people 16 to
24 years was 17.6, compared with
13.6 for people aged 25 to 34
years.

The report said that young
people, who have less to lose,
are more likely to be involved in
crimes.

The assault rate for people 16 to
24 years was 17.6, compared with
13.6 for people aged 25 to 34
years.

For example, the report said,
there were 11,740 thousand
household crimes in 1989,
comparing with 12,000 in
1990.

The number of
offenses that were not counted,
but were described by the
police as "other", has not been
recorded by the Statistical Office
since 1981. The number of
hotel burglaries, according to
the main police source in the
country, increased from 15,000
in 1981 to 24,000 in 1990.


**FOOTBALL**

**Twins win 3-2, take a 2-0 lead over Braves**

*By Jim Nanda*

**Hawkeyes sneak past Illinois 24-21**

*By Tom J. Storms*

---

**Sports Quiz**

**Which Chicago Cub manager was fired this week?**

*Answer: page 26*

---

**HOCKEY**

Hockey team loses, ties to top peers

*By Andy Dwyer*

---

**BIG TEN**

Big Ten reaches deal with Bowls

*Associated Press*

---

**IOWA SPORTS this week**

- Field Hockey: Home vs. Northwestern, Oct. 27, 7 p.m. at Iowa Women's Field Hockey Complex at the UI Campus Field House.
- Big Ten: October 28 at Iowa State, Oct. 28, 7 p.m.
- Sportswriter: Iowa City Press-Citizen, Oct. 28
- Who's Hot: Iowa State Men's Basketball.

---

**SPORTS QUIZ**

**Q** Which Chicago Cub manager was fired this week?

---

**TWO SERIES, etc.**

---

**WHO WHAT WHEN...**

**SPORTS ON TV**

- Men's College Basketball: Iowa vs. Iowa State, Fri., Oct. 27 at 7 p.m., ESPN.
- Men's Basketball: Iowa vs. Iowa State, Sat., Oct. 28 at 7 p.m., ESPN.
- Men's College Basketball: Iowa vs. Iowa State, Sun., Oct. 29 at 7 p.m., ESPN.

---

**FOOTBALL**

**Twins Beat Rockies and Braves Get take a 2-0 lead after Gov's**

*By Tom J. Storms*

---

**BEN WALLER**

**Associated Press**

---

**FOOTBALL**

---
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---

**NFL FOOTBALL**

**49ers beat Lions 35-3**

*By Jim Nanda*

---

**Return man Jasper clicking for Hawkeyes**

*By Eric Weiland*

---
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JASPER: Sparks as punt returner

Contemporary from Page 19

The 11-0-1 Falcons had a lead, as did San Francisco, when they took on the New Orleans Saints at 3 p.m. at the Superdome. In the fourth quarter, the Saints rallied back, taking a 21-17 lead in the final minute. The Falcons responded with a field goal, but the Saints scored another touchdown to take the victory, 28-21. The Falcons finished the season with a record of 11-0-1.

HAWKEYES: Dance over Illini

Contemporary from Page 19

The 11-0-1 Falcons had a lead, as did San Francisco, when they took on the New Orleans Saints at 3 p.m. at the Superdome. In the fourth quarter, the Saints rallied back, taking a 21-17 lead in the final minute. The Falcons responded with a field goal, but the Saints scored another touchdown to take the victory, 28-21. The Falcons finished the season with a record of 11-0-1.

FIELD HOCKEY: Winning streak ends

Contemporary from Page 19

The 11-0-1 Falcons had a lead, as did San Francisco, when they took on the New Orleans Saints at 3 p.m. at the Superdome. In the fourth quarter, the Saints rallied back, taking a 21-17 lead in the final minute. The Falcons responded with a field goal, but the Saints scored another touchdown to take the victory, 28-21. The Falcons finished the season with a record of 11-0-1.

WORLD SERIES: Twins take 2-1 lead

Contemporary from Page 19

The 11-0-1 Falcons had a lead, as did San Francisco, when they took on the New Orleans Saints at 3 p.m. at the Superdome. In the fourth quarter, the Saints rallied back, taking a 21-17 lead in the final minute. The Falcons responded with a field goal, but the Saints scored another touchdown to take the victory, 28-21. The Falcons finished the season with a record of 11-0-1.

Jasper helped Glavine in the National League, his return expected to be a significant boost for the team. With Glavine on the mound, the Twins' offense came alive, scoring two runs in the first inning and adding another in the third. The extra innings saw the Twins pull away, scoring four runs in the fifth inning to take a 6-1 lead. The Twins' defense held strong, making just one error in the game. The final score was 6-1, with the Twins winning their second straight World Series game.
Hawkeyes dance over Illinois in homecoming win

I explained afterward why they afraid, after.

Although the victory wasn’t mine.

Within the Hawkeye locker room, the Hawkeyes looked and felt like they did just a job as halftime.

The Hawkeyes suffered their only loss of the season against Illinois. It’s the best feeling I’ve had since I’ve been a senior year and my last time discussing the game.

Ili­-Illinois. It’s the best feeling I’ve had since I’ve been a senior year and my last time discussing the game.

Michigan, Howard keep roll­ing

Lovyarcia.

Quarterback Matt Rodgers’ 291 yards passing was the second highest in his career. His best came in 1989 when he threw for 291 yards, also against Illinois.

Michigan State 20, Northwestern 3

Iowa 41, Purdue 14
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Washington stands alone in Pac-10

Associated Press

This was a showdown of equals.

At the Pac-10 Conference, and neither of them was 1-0, UC-Irvine.

Neither was California. The Bruins defeated No. 4 California 38-16 on Saturday.

Room for improvement. No. 1 Cal raced to a 21-0 lead in the first quarter as the Bears shredded the defense.

Bryant's long running score came in the fourth quarter.

But Bryant's 14th score of the season was an interception. His performance was marred by a school-record 12 consecutive incomplete passes.

On Miami, Kevin Williams made 10 of 11 passes, including a 3-yard pass to Weldon completion.

At halftime, Miami, Kevin Williams broke the game open. Weldon completed 14 of 17 passes for 344 yards, and the Hurricanes had six first downs, 203 yards, and three touchdowns. At halftime, Broward lost 28-15.

On Saturday, the Bears scored on their first two possessions.

Howard keeps head straight times, but never a team as tight as Michigan. Opponents especially these days when the Wolverines lead, 13-0. The Bears had 12 first downs, 128 yards, and four touchdowns. In the first half of the season, 13 of those on passes, 17 of those on runs.

Carver-Quiant's last two passes fell incomplete.

Washington has beaten Cal 16 times, been favored in at least one game in the last 24 years.

At Miami, Kevin Williams broke the game open. Weldon completed 14 of 17 passes for 344 yards, and the Hurricanes had six first downs, 203 yards, and three touchdowns. At halftime, Broward lost 28-15.
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Howard keeps head straight times, but never a team as tight as Michigan. Opponents especially these days when the Wolverines lead, 13-0. The Bears had 12 first downs, 128 yards, and four touchdowns. In the first half of the season, 13 of those on passes, 17 of those on runs.

Carver-Quiant's last two passes fell incomplete.

Washington's Travis Hanson kicked a 37-yard field goal with 57 seconds remaining. The Bears scored their most points ever in Nebraska. Ohio.

At Tallahassee, Fla., Casey Donlan passed for 296 yards and two touchdowns to pace the Gators (8-1). Touchdown runs by Errict Rhett and Willie McCullough gave Florida a quick 17-6 lead, and the Gators didn't score again until Matthews completed four of five passes for 72 yards during a 61-yard drive. At halftime, Georgia was up 17-0 on Nebraska's 14-yard TD reception.

Notre Dame 28, Air Force 10

At Air Force, John Agajanian kicked a 25-yard field goal with 43 seconds remaining. The Bears scored their most points ever in Nebraska. Ohio.
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Lakers continue US
dominance overseas

Julius Erving.

Associated Press

Jackie Robinson.

Associated Press
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Vandekeybus exhilarates with avant-garde visions

Robert Fulsomn
Daily Iowan

Around the globe, the name Vandekeybus is synonymous with exhilarating and adventurous music experiences. Hancher Auditorium toasted the arrival of Vandekeybus’ newest quixotic offering, an exhilarating and acrobatic delight in the avant-garde world of William Palik’s Emerson Quartet. It is a world that brought Hancher audiences a taste of an avant-garde landscape with artistry and entertainment that is delightfully confrontational.

During the performance, the stage itself is strung with three cross bar stands and in the front of the space to relate bizarre stories and avant-garde visions. With avant-garde visions last week. Emerson, the Emerson Quartet presents over 100 years of compositions, played by four musicians, each one of them for a different composition. The courtly and surgical side of the Emerson Quartet is displayed by the four musicians playing their instruments to perfection with great precision and synchronization.

The second movement of the Emerson Quartet is a major change from the composer who first played the Emerson Quartet. It is a composition of three movements, each one with its own unique quality. The second movement is a major challenge for the musicians playing the instruments, and it is a beautiful piece of music that is a delight to listen to.

The audience enjoyed the performance of the Emerson Quartet, and it got a standing ovation. The Emerson Quartet members, violinist Lawrence Cooke, violist Andrew Lawrence, cellist Lewis Blumel, and violist David Frenell, are all exceptional musicians who bring a unique quality to each composition they play.

The performance ended with the Emerson Quartet’s encore, which is a beautiful and emotional piece that left the audience in awe.

Join the Team
McDonald’s
We are now hiring for all shifts:

- Shift Supervisor
- Assistant Manager
- Crew Members

For more information, call (515) 222-0165.

Special People Needed for our special clients
CNA’s
HOME HEALTH AIDES
LIVE-INS
Part time positions to provide home care in the City and surrounding areas. Flexible schedule.

Call Nurse’s House Call, 515-345-9050.

IMU Food Service

Part-time student employment and work study

Catering Cart Person
Monday-Friday 10:30-2:00 pm

Catering Wait Staff
Tuesday & Wednesday 6:00-9:00 pm

Delivery Driver
Monday-Friday 6:30-9:30 am & 1:30-9:00 pm

Law Building-Canteen
Tuesday & Thursday 10:00 am-2:00 pm

COOKS
Tuesday & Thursday 10:00 am-2:00 pm

Bakers
Tuesday & Thursday 8:30-4:30 pm

Dishwashers
Monday-Friday 5:30-10:30 pm & 1:00-6:00 pm

Saturday 10:00 am-2:00 pm

Salad Workers
Monday-Thursday 8:00 am-3:00 pm

Monday-Friday 8:00 am-2:00 pm

State Room Wait Staff
Monday-Friday 6:00 am-2:00 pm

Chiefs Trainers
Monday-Thursday 8:00 am-2:00 pm

Unions

Monday-Thursday 11:00 am-5:00 pm

Workday 9:00 am-9:00 pm

Union Station
Pizza, Salad & Bar Menu:
Monday, Tuesday & Thursday 4:00 pm-7:30 pm

Union Station
Pizza, Salad & Bar Menu:
Monday, Tuesday & Thursday 4:00 pm-7:30 pm

Get $5 off your order with code UNION5.
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

SALES REPRESENTATIVE

PHARMACEUTICALS

MILES INC. PHARMACEUTICAL DIVISION

THE INTELLIGENT CARE CHOICE!

Imagine the success you could achieve with
your training and our product line. We are the
leading distributor of pharmaceutical products
carried in the pharmaceutical industry with a
proud tradition of excellence and service.
From a great training program to the vast resources
you’ll depend on, we’ll give you the combination
you need to succeed.

To qualify, you must have 2-3 years’ previous sales
experience in a pharmaceutical setting. Additionally,
a BS degree or equivalent with an emphasis in
pharmacy is preferred. Experience in a sales or
marketing role will be considered.

Miles is committed to establishing new markets as well as
building our existing sales territories. Proven sales
experience will be considered.

Territory Available: IOWA CITY/BURLINGTON

We offer an excellent salary, incentive plan, and
comprehensive benefits. For an immediate response,
please contact your local Miles representative.

Miles Inc.
Pharmaceutical Division
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THE DAILY IOWAN CLASSIFIED AD BLANK

Write ad using one word per block. Minimum ad is 10 words.

Ad information:

No. Days... Heading
Cost $ per word...
Cost $ per word...

Name...
Address...
City...
Phone...
Zip...

Send completed ad and check or money order to the above address.

Deadline is 10:00 a.m. prior to publication.
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**THEATER**

**Butterfly** provokes with twist of gender

Robert Fahrman

**Daily Iowan**

Iovian, summer and marital sexual identity. Without bringing this weekend to the theater garden and Fantasio, one might well refer to Iowa City. This dramatic adaptation of a manga from which violently explores sexuality, fantasy and how they clash.

French are often regarded as a "butterfly" demonstrates instead that mard sustains a series of gender identities not only for the French diplomat. Though the entire affair seems vastly implausible, Hwang continues on the love affair with twist and thinking, "Hmm, this person is completely the opposite of who I thought she or he was.' And then you ask yourself, 'What was I thinking when I tried to project my own fantasies onto whatever other body that was in the mirror.'

"This is the way, ultimately, the play works for people," continued Hwang. "Many people are able to be invisible in this space, even though we may never have the theater thinking that the story is absurd and improbable, by the time we know we realize, qualitatively, that Gallimard's experiences are not that different from our own."

Opening night performances were, in general, rather dispiriting, although Graeme Malcolm was an intelligent and engaging Gallimard, effortlessly French enough to serve up his music with convincing style, suggesting a young and easy mood.

All in all, Hwang deserves the audience's patience, as they are at the beginning of a slow and mellow stance. In fact, Basehead is the brainchild of producer Michael Ivey. Though the entire affair seems vastly implausible, Hwang continues on the love affair with twist and thinking, "Hmm, this person is completely the opposite of who I thought she or he was.' And then you ask yourself, 'What was I thinking when I tried to project my own fantasies onto whatever other body that was in the mirror.'

In opening, "This is the way, ultimately, the play works for people," continued Hwang. "Many people are able to be invisible in this space, even though we may never have the theater thinking that the story is absurd and improbable, by the time we know we realize, qualitatively, that Gallimard's experiences are not that different from our own."

Opening night performances were, in general, rather dispiriting, although Graeme Malcolm was an intelligent and engaging Gallimard, effortlessly French enough to serve up his music with convincing style, suggesting a young and easy mood.

All in all, Hwang deserves the audience's patience, as they are at the beginning of a slow and mellow stance. In fact, Basehead is the brainchild of producer Michael Ivey.